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S
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The term ‘bicycle
‘
suppo
ort facilities’ reefers to bicycle parking andd other end-of--trip facilities such as show
wers
and clothiing lockers forr cyclists; signal loop detectors, an elemennt of the streett network, wh
hich aids cycliists
crossing at intersections; wayfinding signing, whicch directs cycllists to populaar destinationss; and bike raccks on
o
facilitiess that promotee bicycle and transit
t
integraation. These tyypes of supporrt facilities can
n be a
buses, or other
determinin
ng factor in a cyclist’s
c
decision make a biccycle trip. Plaan Cheyenne and
d several otherr City and
Metropoliitan Planning Organization (MPO) docum
ments endorsee the developm
ment and provvision of bicyccle
support faacilities.

Bicycle
e Parking and En
nd of Trip
p Facilitie
es
Bicycle paarking is an im
mportant comp
ponent in encoouraging peop
ple to use theirr bicycles for eeveryday
transportaation. Studiess have shown that
t
people arre willing to biicycle more freequently if better bicycle
facilities are
a provided1.C
Cyclists’ needss for bicycle paarking range ffrom short terrm parking neaar a destinatioon
such as a grocery
g
store, to storage in a bicycle lockeer that affordss weather, thefft and vandaliism protection
n, gear
storage sp
pace, and 24-hour personal access.
a
Most bicycles
b
today cost 350 dollaars to over 2,0
000 dollars and
d are
one of the top stolen iteems in some coommunities, with
w componennts being stoleen even when
n a bicycle is
securely lo
ocked. Theft can
c be a seriou
us deterrent too riding, especiially for low-iincome riders or those with
particularly expensive or
o rare bicycles.
morandum outtlines best praactices for bicyycle parking faacility types an
nd the
This portion of the mem
requiremeents of short- and
a long-term
m parking. Thiss memorandum
m recommend
ds policies thaat the City of
Cheyenne could adopt to
t require or encourage
e
deveelopers to proovide the mostt appropriate b
bicycle parkin
ng
p
as weell as identifyin
ng a City bikee rack program
m.
facilities possible,

Bicycle Parking Fa
acility Types
Bicyclists need parking options that can
c provide seecurity againstt theft, vandallism, and weatther. Like
i most effectiive when it is llocated close tto trip destinaations, is easy to
automobille parking, biccycle parking is
access, and
d is easy to fin
nd. Where quality bicycle parking
p
facilitiies are not proovided, determ
mined bicyclistts

1 Pucher, J., Dill, J. and Hand
dy, S. (2010). Infra
rastructure, program
ms, and policies to inccrease bicycling: Ann international review
w. Preventative
Medicine 50:S106-S125.
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lock their bicycles to street signs, parking meters, lampposts, benches, trees or other fixed objects. These
alternatives are undesirable as they are usually not secure, may interfere with pedestrian movement, and can
create liability or damage street furniture or trees.
Bicycle parking includes both long-term and short-term parking, which cater to different cycling groups
depending largely on their trip duration and desired level of protection from weather and theft:




Short-term parking: Bicycle parking meant to accommodate visitors, customers, messengers and
others expected to depart within two hours; requires approved standard rack, appropriate location
and placement, and weather protection.
Long-term parking: Bicycle parking meant to accommodate employees, students, residents,
commuters, and others expected to park more than two hours. This parking is to be provided in a
secure, weather-protected manner and location.

Table 1 compares the typical characteristics of short- and long-term bicycle parking.
Table 1. Characteristics of Short and Long Term Parking

Criteria

Short-Term Bicycle Parking

Long-Term Bicycle Parking

Parking Duration

Less than two hours

More than two hours

Typical Fixture
Types

Bicycle racks

Lockers, or racks provided in a secured area

Weather
Protection

Unsheltered or sheltered

Sheltered or enclosed

Security

High reliance on personal locking devices
and passive surveillance (i.e.., eyes on the
street)

Restricted access and / or active
surveillance / supervision
Unsupervised:
 “Individual-secure” (e.g., bicycle
lockers)
 “Shared-secure” (e.g., bicycle room or
cage
Supervised:
 Valet bicycle parking
 Video, CCTV or other surveillance

Typical Land Uses

Commercial or retail, medical/healthcare,
parks and recreation areas, community
centers

Residential, workplace, transit, schools

Source: Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (2010)

Existing Conditions for End of Trip Facilities
Short-term bicycle parking facilities in Cheyenne are located at the Laramie County Library, retail locations
near the downtown core, schools, and parks. All state government buildings provide long term bicycle
parking, although it is not accessible to the public. A few bus stops and the Cheyenne Transit Program (CTP)
Transfer Station have bike racks on the sidewalk but do not provide long-term parking.
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The quality of existing short-term bike parking facilities varies by location, particularly due to the style of
rack chosen and/or placement of the rack. Some existing racks near schools and shopping areas are
substandard because they are not designed to support a bicycle at two points; the bicycle frame and at least
one wheel cannot be locked to the rack without the use of a long bicycle cable or mounting the bicycle over
the rack.
Informal bike parking (bikes being locked to hand rails, street signs, light poles and other objects) indicates a
demand for additional bike parking supply. Some bikes have been informally parked throughout Cheyenne,
including at multi-family residences, suggesting that insufficient formal bike parking is being provided or that
it is not conveniently located in close proximity to a storefront or building entrance.
The location of showers and changing facilities is difficult to track as they may be supplied by a private entity,
such as the owner of a public office building. Facilities exist in several state buildings but are not available for
use by the general public.

Existing Bicycle Parking Code
Cheyenne’s bicycle parking standards are located in Chapter 9 of the Road Street & Site Planning Design Standards.
These standards discuss the need for both short-term and long-term bicycle parking as necessary to promote
bicycle use throughout the system. The standards state the facilities should be designed in accordance with
design guidelines set forth in Chapter 2 of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) 1999 Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. Other factors that impact the usefulness of
bicycle parking are discussed and include:


Visibility



Clearance



Security



Bicycle Parking Supply



Weather Protection

The existing guidelines, shown in Table 2, provide bicycle parking supply recommendations that are based on
land use and motor vehicle parking supply. Some land uses (e.g., public transit stations) do not have explicit
standards set forth in the current design standards.

Table 2. Current Bicycle Parking Standards, Source: Road, Street and Site Planning Design Standards

Type of Establishment

Minimum Number of Bicycle Parking Spaces

Primary or Secondary
School

10% of the number of students, plus 3% of the number of employees.

College or University
Commercial—Retail or
Office
Sport and Recreation
Center
Movie Theater or
Restaurant

3% of the number of students, plus 1% of the number of employees.
One space per 10,000 sq. ft. of commercial space or 10% of the number of automobile
spaces.

Industrial

2% of the number of automobile spaces.

Multi‐unit Housing

1 space per 2 apartments.

Public Transit Stations

Varies, depending on usage.

5% of the number of automobile spaces.
5% of the number of automobile spaces.
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Overvie
ew of Best Practices for
f Bicycle
e Parking a
and Changiing Facilitiies
Short-Term Bicycle Parking
P
The majorrity of short-teerm bicycle paarking facilitiees are racks
placed on a sidewalk or in a private development
d
near
n a
building entrance. Key characteristics
c
s to consider when
w
choosing a bicycle rack include the foollowing:


Su
upport: The rack
r
must sup
pport the bicyccle upright
byy its frame at two
t points in a horizontal plane
p
to
prrevent the biccycle from falliing.

Figure 1. BBicycle parking ccan be attractivee
streetscape fea
atures.



Seecurity: The rack
r
must be able
a to be used
d with
co
ommon bicyclle locks, includ
ding cable lock
ks or U-shapeed locks, and sshould be desiigned so that tthe
frrame and one or
o both wheels can be securred.



Flexibility: The rack must acccommodate a wide range oof bicycle sizess, wheel sizes, and types.



Materials:
M
Thee rack should be
b covered witth a material tthat will not cchip the paint of a bicycle th
hat
leeans against it. The materialls used should
d also resist ru sting and corrrosion.

U-racks, post
p and ring racks,
r
and coaat hanger rackss meet these ccriteria, while comb or toastter racks (wheere
bicycles arre rolled into wheel
w
slots) are not recomm
mended. The A
Association off Pedestrian an
nd Bicycle
Profession
nals (APBP) Biicycle Parking Guidelines
G
(2010
0) provides dettailed informaation on the tyypes of materials,
maintenan
nce requirements, and securrity considerattions for bicyccle parking raccks.

On-sidewalk parking sh
hould be placeed where it dooes not interferre with pedestrian use of th
he sidewalk. Itt is
essential to
t provide suffficient space around
a
the racck, otherwise rriders will lock
k their bicyclees perpendicu
ular to
the rack, which
w
may blo
ock the sidewaalk. Table 3 prrovides additioonal consideraation for shortt-term bicyclee rack
placementt.

Table 3. Short-Term Biicycle Rack Placeement Guideliness

Design Isssue

Recom
mmended Gu
uidance

Minimum Raack
Height

To incre
ease visibility to
o pedestrians, racks should haave a minimum
m height of 33 inches or be
indicate
ed or cordoned
d off by visible markers.

Signing

Where bicycle parking
g areas are not clearly visible tto approaching
g cyclists, signs at least 12 inch
hes
square should direct them
t
to the faccility. The sign sshould give thee name, phonee number, and
location of the person
n in charge of th
he facility, wheere applicable.

Lighting

han one foot-caandle illuminatiion at ground level should bee provided in all
Lighting of not less th
bicycle parking areas.
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Frequency of
Racks on Streets

In popular retail areas, two or more racks should be installed on each side of each block. This does
not eliminate the inclusion of requests from the public which do not fall in these areas. Areas
officially designated or used as bicycle routes may warrant the consideration of more racks.

Location and
Access

Access to facilities should be convenient; where access is by sidewalk or walkway, curb ramps
should be provided where appropriate and ADA compliant. Parking facilities intended for
employees should be located near the employee entrance, and those for customers or visitors near
the main public entrances. (Convenience should be balanced against the need for security if the
employee entrance is not in a well traveled area). Bicycle parking should be clustered in lots not to
exceed 16 spaces each. Large expanses of bicycle parking make it easier for thieves to operate
undetected.

Locations within
Buildings

Provide bike racks within 50 feet of the entrance. Where a security guard is present, provide racks
behind or within view of a security guard. The location should be outside the normal flow of
pedestrian traffic.

Locations near
Transit Stops

To prevent bicyclists from locking bikes to bus stop poles - which can create access problems for
transit users, particularly those who are disabled - racks should be placed in close proximity to
transit stops where there is a demand for short-term bike parking, away from the loading zone.

Retrofit Program

In established locations, such as schools, employment centers, and shopping centers, the City
should conduct bicycle parking audits to assess the bicycle parking availability, suitability, and
access, and add in additional bicycle racks where necessary.
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Bike Ra
acks
Design Su
ummary


Bicycle racks shou
uld be easy to use.



Bicycle racks shou
uld be securely anchored to a surface or
structure.



Th
he rack elementt (part of the racck that supports the bicycle)
sh
hould keep the bicycle
b
upright by supporting the frame in two
o
pllaces. The rack should
s
allow one
e or both wheells to be secured .



Avvoid use of multtiple-capacity “w
wave” style rackks. Users
co
ommonly misun
nderstand how to
t correctly parkk at wave racks,
pllacing their bike
es parallel to the
e rack and limitin
ng capacity to 1
orr 2 bikes.



Po
osition racks so there is enough
h room between
n parked
biicycles. Racks sh
hould be situated on 36” minimum centers.



A five-foot aisle fo
or bicycle mane
euvering should be provided
an
nd maintained beside
b
or betwe
een each row of bicycle racks.



Em
mpty racks shou
uld not pose a trripping hazard for
f visually
im
mpaired pedestrrians. Position raacks out of the walkway’s
w
clear
zo
one.



Fo
or sidewalks with heavy pedestrian traffic, at least seven feet o
of
un
nobstructed right-of-way is dessirable.



Raacks should be located close to a main building
g entrance, in a
lig
ghted, high-visib
bility area prote
ected from the elements.
e

SStandard bicycle ‘staple’ rack.

Art racks ccan be an attracttive way of markketing
the bicycle p
parking.

Discussion
n
Bicycle Parkking Manufacturrers:


Paalmer: www.bike
eparking.com



Paark-a-Bike: www
w.parkabike.com
m



Dero: www.dero.ccom



Crreative Pipe: ww
ww.creativepipe
e.com



Cyycle Safe: www.cyclesafe.com

Racks sshould be situateed on 30” - 36”
m
minimum centerss.
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Long-Terrm Bicycle Pa
arking
Long-term
m bicycle parking facilities protect
p
the enttire bicycle, it s componentss and accessorries against theeft
and againsst inclement weather,
w
includ
ding snow and
d wind-drivenn rain. Examplles include locckers, check-in
n
facilities, monitored
m
parrking, restricteed access park
king, and perssonal storage.

Bike Lockers
Design Sum
mmary


Larrge metal or plaastic stand-along
g boxes



Plaace near building entrances or on
o the first
levvel of a parking garage.
g



Pro
ovide door lockiing mechanismss and systems.



A flat,
f level site is needed;
n
concrette surface is
pre
eferred.



Enclosure must be
e rigid.



Traansparent panells are available on
o some
mo
odels to allow su
urveillance of locker contents.



Minimum dimensiions: width (ope
ening) 2.5’;
height 6’; depth 4’’.



Staackable models can double bicyycle parking
cap
pacity, but decrease ease of use
e.

Bike lockerrs at a transit sta
ation.

Discussion
n
Although bicycle lockers may
m be more exxpensive to install, they can m ake the difference for commu
uters who are d
deciding
whether or not
n to cycle becaause they offer the
t highest leve
el of personal biicycle parking seecurity availablee.
Some lockerrs allow access to two users - a partition sep
parating the two
o bicycles can help ensure users feel their bikes are
secure.
e visible. Provid
ding visibility intto the locker alsso reduces unin
ntended
Security requirements may require that loccker contents be
uses, such ass use as homele
ess shelters, trash
h receptacles, or storage areas. Requiring that users procure a key or code to use the
locker also re
educes these un
nintended uses.
Traditionallyy, bicycle lockerrs have been avvailable on a sig
gn-up basis, wh
hereby cyclists aare given a keyy or a code to aaccess a
particular locker. Computerrized on-demand systems allow
w users to checkk for available lo
ockers or sign u
up online. Modeels from
eLocker and
d CycleSafe allo
ow keyless acce
ess to the lockker with the usse of a SmartC
Card or cell phone. With an iinternet
nitor and respond to demand ffor oneconnection, centralized com
mputerized adm
ministration allow
ws the parking p
provider to mon
time use as well
w as reserved lockers.
Lockers available for one-time use have th
he advantage off serving multip
ple users a weekk. Monthly rentaals, by contrast,, ensure
renters that their own perso
onal locker will always
a
be available. Bicycle lockkers are most ap
ppropriate:


Wh
here demand is generally orientted toward long
g-term parking.



At transit exchang
ges and park-and
d-rides to help encourage
e
multti-modal travel.



Me
edium-high den
nsity employmen
nt and commerccial areas and u niversities.



Wh
here additional security
s
is requiired and other fo
orms of covered
d storage are no
ot possible.
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Bicycle Compoun
nds/Cagess
Design Sum
mmary


See
e Bike Rack guid
delines for place
ement and
cle
ear zone dimenssions.



A cage
c
of 18’ by 18
8’ can accommo
odate up to 20
biccycles and uses the
t space of app
proximately
two automobile parking spots.



Improve surveillan
nce provided through public
lighting, video cam
meras, and visib
bility by other
use
ers of the facilityy.



Biccycle compound
ds should have an
a exterior
structure consistin
ng of expanded metal mesh
fro
om floor to ceilin
ng.



In an
a attended parrking facility, loccate within
100’ of the respon
nsible attendantt or security
guard.



Entry doors should
d be steel and at least 2.5’ in
wid
dth, with “tamp
per proof” hinges. A window
maay be provided in
i the door to provide
permanent visual access.

Secure Parkking Area (SPA) in
n Portland, OR usses both inverted
d ‘U’
and racks that stack bicyclles.

Discussion
n
Bicycle compounds are fully enclosed, stan
nd-alone bicycle parking strucctures. Compou
unds should not only have a lo
ocked
gate but sho
ould also allow for
f the frame and both wheels to
t be locked to a bicycle rack, a s other users alsso have access tto the
enclosure. Bicycle
B
compounds are recomm
mended for emp
ployment or resiidential bicycle parking areas, o
or for all-day paarking
at transit excchanges, workplaces and schoo
ols. They can be located at streeet level or in parrking garages.
Bicycle Secu
ure Parking Are
eas (SPAs) are a new concept implemented b
by transit agen
ncies throughou
ut the nation. They
provide high
h capacity, secu
ure parking areaas for 80-100 bicycles at light rail and bus traansit centers. TThe Bicycle SPA
As are
semi-enclose
ed covered areas that are acce
essed by key caards and monittored by securitty cameras. Th
he increased seccurity
measures prrovide an addittional transportation option fo
or those who m
may not be com
mfortable leaving
g their bicycle in an
outdoor tran
nsit station exposed to weathe
er and the threaats of vandalism
m. They may alsso include ameenities that makke the
Bicycle SPA more attractive
e and inviting fo
or users such as benches, bicyycle repair statio
ons, bicycle tub
be and mainten
nance
item vending
g machines, as well
w as racks wh
hich allow peoplle to leave their locks at the SPA
A.
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Bicycle Rooms
Design Sum
mmary


See
e Bike Rack guid
deline for placem
ment and clear
zon
ne dimensions.



Improve surveillan
nce through pub
blic lighting
vid
deo cameras, and visibility by otther users of
the
e facility.



Waalls should be so
olid and opaque
e from floor to
ceiiling.



Insstall a panic buttton so as to provvide a direct
line of security in the
t event of an emergency.
e

Bike room
ms can be providded in office or ap
partment buildin
ngs.

Discussion
n
Bicycle room
ms are locked ro
ooms or cages which
w
are accesssible only to cycclists, and which
h may contain b
bicycle racks to provide
extra securitty against theft. Bicycle rooms are used where
e there is a mod
derate to high d emand for parkking, and where cyclists
who would use
u the bicycle parking
p
are from
m a defined grou
up, such as a gr oup of employeees. Bicycle rooms are also pop
pular for
apartment buildings,
b
particu
ularly smaller on
nes in which ressidents are familliar with one another.
The bicycle parking
p
facilitiess should be no further
f
from the
e elevators or en
ntrances than th
he closest motorr vehicle parking
g space,
and no morre than 150’ fro
om an elevatorr or building en
ntrance. Buildiings with moree than one entrance should cconsider
providing bicycle parking close
c
to each entrance,
e
and particularly
p
neaar entrances thaat are accessiblle through the bicycle
network. Wh
henever possiblle, bicycle parkin
ng facilities shou
uld allow 24-ho
our secure access.
Dedicated bicycle-only
b
secure access poin
nts should be provided
p
throug
gh the use of seecurity cards, n
non-duplicable keys, or
passcode access. The down
nside is that bicyyclists must havve a key or know
w a code prior to
o using the parkking facilities, wh
hich is a
barrier to inccidental use.
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Bike De
epots
Design Sum
mmary


Wh
hile each depot unique, they offten provide:
o

Attended
A
or restricted-access parking
p
spots

o

Bicycle
B
rentals

o

Repair
R
areas

o

Access
A
to publicc transportation
n

o

Commute
C
trip-p
planning information

o

End
E
of trip sup
pport such as showering
s
and
changing
c
roomss

o

Community
C
spaace

Bike deppot in Washingto
on.

Discussion
n
Bike depots generally refer to
t full-service paarking facilities
typically loccated at majorr transit locatio
ons that offer
secure bicyccle parking and other amenitie
es. There is no
universally accepted
a
termiinology to describe different
types of full--service bicycle parking facilities.
M
The compan
ny BikeStationTM
, which runs several parking
facilities in California,
C
Orego
on, and Washing
gton, DC, offers
a variety of free
f
and for payy secure parking
g opportunities
during busin
ness hours and after-hours . Paaying members
enjoy a num
mber of services. Services, which
w
differ by
location, may include bicyclle repairs, bicyclle rentals, sales
and accesssories, restrooms, changing rooms and
showers, an
nd access to ve
ehicle-sharing. They can also
incorporate restaurants or other
o
services.

The dow
wntown Berkeleyy BikeStation allo
ows 24-hour acceess.
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Recommended Bicycle Parking Code
Cheyenne can encourage developers to provide bicycle parking by including type and quantity requirements
in the Code of Ordinances and by updating design guidelines included in the Road, Street and Site Planning Design
Standards. Table 4 shows suggested bicycle parking requirements recommended by the Association of
Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP) in the 2010 Bicycle Parking Guidelines. These bicycle parking
requirements can be phased in over a period of months or years; short-term bicycle parking requirements
should be implemented first, followed by long-term bicycle parking requirements.

Table 4. Recommended Bicycle Parking Requirements

Type of Activity

Long-Term Bicycle Parking
Requirement

Short-Term Bicycle Parking
Requirement

No spaces required

No spaces required

a) With private garage
for each unit*

No spaces required

0.5 spaces for each bedroom

b) Without private
garage for each unit

0.5 spaces for each bedroom, minimum 2
spaces

0.5 spaces for each bedroom, min 2
spaces

c) Senior housing

Minimum 2 spaces

Minimum 2 spaces

Non-assembly cultural (library,
government buildings, etc.)

1 space for each 10 employees, minimum2
spaces

1 space for each 10,000 s.f. of floor
area, minimum2 spaces

Assembly (church, theater,
stadium, park, beach, etc.)

1 space for each 20 employees, minimum2
spaces

Spaces for 2% of minimum expected
daily attendance

Health care/hospital

1 space for each 20 employees or 1 space for
each 70,000 s.f. of floor area, whichever is
greater, minimum 2 spaces

1 space for each 20,000 s.f. of floor
area, minimum 2 spaces

a) Public, parochial,
and private day-care
centers for 15 or more
children

1 space for each 20 employees, minimum 2
spaces

1 space for each 20 students of
planned capacity, minimum 2 spaces

b) Public, parochial,
and private nursery
schools,
kindergartens, and
elementary schools
(1-3)

1 space for each 10 employees, minimum 2
spaces

1 space for each 20 students of
planned capacity, minimum 2 spaces

c) Public, parochial,
and elementary (4-6)
public and high
schools

1 space for each 10 employees, plus 1 space
for each 20 students or planned capacity,
minimum 2 spaces

1 space for each 20 students of
planned capacity, minimum 2 spaces

Residential Land Uses
Single-family dwelling
Multi-family dwelling

Civic/Cultural Land Uses

Education
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Type of Activity

Long-Term Bicycle Parking
Requirement

Short-Term Bicycle Parking
Requirement

1 space for each 10 employees, plus 1 space
for each 10 students or planned capacity; or
1 space for each 20,000 s.f. of floor area,
whichever is greater

1 space for each 20 students of
planned capacity, minimum 2 spaces

Spaces for 5% projected a.m. peak period
daily ridership

Spaces for 1.5% a.m. peak period
daily ridership

General food sales or
grocery

1 space for each 12,000 s.f. of floor area,
minimum 2 spaces

1 space for each 2,000 s.f. of floor
area, minimum 2 spaces

General retail

1 space for each 12,000 s.f. of floor area,
minimum 2 spaces

1 space for each 5,000 s.f. of floor
area, minimum 2 spaces

Office

1 space for each 1,000 s.f. of floor area,
minimum 2 spaces

1 space for each 20,000 s.f. of floor
area, minimum 2 spaces

Automotive sales,
rental & delivery,
automotive
servicing/repair,
cleaning

1 space for each 12,000 s.f. of floor area,
minimum 2 spaces

1 space for each 20,000 s.f. of floor
area, minimum 2 spaces

Off-street public
parking lots/garages
without charge or on a
fee basis

1 space for each 20 automobile spaces,
minimum 2 spaces – unattended surface
parking lots excepted

Min 6 spaces or 1 per 20 auto spaces
– unattended surface parking lots
excepted

d) Colleges and
universities

Rail/bus terminals and
stations/airports

Commercial Land Uses
Retail

Auto Related

Industrial Land Uses
Manufacturing and
production

*

1 space for each 15,000 s.f. of
floor area, minimum 2 spaces

Number of spaces to be prescribed by the Director of City
Planning. Consider min 2 spaces at each public building
entrance

A private locked storage unit may be considered as a private garage if a bicycle can fit into it.

Recommended City Programs
The City of Cheyenne can significantly improve availability and quality of bicycle parking with the following
action items:


Require bicycle parking with new development and redevelopment projects.



Provide incentives to encourage bicycle parking facilities beyond the minimum requirements.
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Provide guidance on the design and placement of bicycle parking facilities, including staple racks,
lockers, bike rooms, and bike cages.



Encourage partnerships between private business that may not have shower facilities and health
clubs (e.g., Curves and Smart Sports).



Establish a bike rack program that assists in locating, designing, and funding bicycle racks in the
public right of way.



Work with the Cheyenne Transit Program to install short- and long-term bicycle parking at the
Transfer Station and other transit stops.

Incentive Programs
A number of incentives can be used to encourage developers to provide adequate and high-quality bicycle
parking. Strategies that the City of Cheyenne could employ include:


Reducing the required number of motor vehicle parking spaces on new development or
redevelopment where bicycle parking is provided beyond the minimum requirements.



In space constrained applications, such as redevelopment of an existing building, allow for the
conversion of motor vehicle parking spaces into long-term bicycle parking to meet the automobile
parking requirements (typically five bicycle parking spaces can be achieved per motor vehicle parking
space).



Extending or introducing payment-in-lieu of parking programs to allow funds to be collected in-lieu
of vehicle parking and placed in a sustainable transportation infrastructure fund to fund active
transportation projects, which may include a centralized bicycle parking and end-of-trip facility (e.g.,
a bike depot). Note: this should not replace bicycle parking and end-of-trip facility requirements.

Bike Rack Program
Several cities have bike parking programs to install and maintain bicycle parking in the City’s right-of-way.
These programs can work with business owners who desire bicycle parking either by installing racks on
request or by cost-sharing. The program can make the location of parking available online. Portland, Oregon’s
bicycle parking program includes helpful information:
http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=34813
The City of Cheyenne should establish a Bicycle Rack Program to work with interested land owners to
supplement the existing supply of bicycle parking. Cheyenne can provide information on possible vendors as
well as rack design and placement as part of these guidelines.

Signalized Intersections
Accommodating bicyclists at traffic signals can be challenging for traffic engineers as the needs and
characteristics of bicycles and motor vehicles vary. This section contains guidance on how bicycles can be
better accommodated within Cheyenne’s existing traffic signal system. The difference in acceleration and
speed between motorists and bicyclists provides some challenges that can be addressed with signal timing.
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Additionally, the difference in bicycle and motor vehicle size and material composition can pose detection
challenges, which lend themselves to other solutions.

Bicycles and traffic signal timing
Bicycles typically travel more slowly than motor vehicles and can find themselves with inadequate time to
clear an intersection before the conflicting green phase begins. The time allowed for reacting to the change in
signal, starting up and accelerating to free flow speed, plus the time to clear the width of the intersection must
be accommodated within the combined time of the green plus amber change intervals. The duration of both
the green and amber intervals of signals is typically determined by the expected motor vehicle startup,
acceleration, and speed through an intersection, which is faster than the average cyclist speed. Methods for
better accommodating bicyclists once they have been detected at an intersection include:













Increase the minimum green interval to effect a minimum bicycle timing sufficient to allow bicycles to
clear the last conflicting lane. Bicyclists have slower speeds and accelerations than motor vehicles and
even if they are at the head of the vehicle queue when a green light is given, the bicyclist may still lack
sufficient time to clear the intersection during the green. (An example of this strategy can be seen in
Caltrans Policy Directive 09-06)
Lengthening the amber change interval of the intersection slightly to allow for the slower acceleration
and speed of bicyclists. This should be only part of the solution as longer amber intervals can also
encourage motor vehicles to enter intersections under this phase.
Lengthen the ‘all red’ clearance interval of the intersection. This allows any vehicles or bicyclists still
in the intersection to clear it before a green interval is given to opposing traffic. The maximum length
of the ‘all red’ phase should not generally be greater than three seconds. Under no circumstances
should this time be extended beyond six seconds.
Shorten cycle lengths to reduce wait times and increase red light compliance
If demand warrants, rest the signal in green on the street that serves the high priority bicycle network
Time coordinated signals in the urban core to keep travel speeds relatively low, such as 20 miles per
hour, which will also accommodate bicyclists traveling 10 miles per hour. This strategy makes it
possible to alter signal timing to provide ‘green waves’ for bicyclists without significantly impeding
motor vehicle flow2.
Install “bicycle only” traffic signals in areas of high conflict or unique geometry to trigger a bicycle
only phase.
Use signal detection to detect moving bicyclists. Video detection technology can be programmed to
detect the presence of bicyclists and trigger a bike phase or extend the green phase based on their
presence in a bike lane. This technique is not recommended when bicycles and motor vehicles share a
travel lane as video technology cannot always make the distinction between a cyclist and a motor
vehicle.

‘Green wave’ refers to the practice of intentionally coordinating signal timing at multiple intersections along a travel corridor to
facilitate continuous travel at a specific travel speed (e.g., 10 – 15 miles per hour). A vehicle traveling at this speed will see a cascade or
wave of green lights, allowing them to avoid stopping.

2
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Add
A a bike phaase to the traffiic signal timin
ng plan, such tthat the presen
nce of a bicycllist in the bikee lane
haas the effect off extending th
he green time. This strategy would not bee necessary if m
minimum bicyycle
tiiming were pro
ovided at all traffic signals.

Bicycle Detection
While som
me traffic signaals are pretimed and the chaanges in signaal phase are
dependentt on the passin
ng of time rath
her than the presence of vehhicle traffic,
demand acctuated signalls are dependeent on the pressence of a vehiicle or
pedestrian
n to trigger a phase
p
change. Although moost detection ttechnologies ccan
detect bicyycles, when ap
ppropriately calibrated,
c
theeir sensitivity vvaries and theey
can seem unreliable
u
to bicyclists.
b
Bicycle detection
n at these signnalized
intersectio
ons is a criticaal aspect of a bicycle
b
networrk; if cyclists ccannot triggerr a
signal alon
ng a bikeway they
t
may not be
b able to use a route at certtain times of tthe
day because a motor veh
hicle may not come along too demand the p
phase change.. In
n the red light or activate thee pedestrian
this situattion, a bicyclisst is left to run
phase, wh
hich typically requires
r
dismoounting or sop
phisticated biccycle handingg
skills whicch leave the biicyclist in the crosswalk or facing the wroong direction
when the light
l
changes..
The City of
o Cheyenne iss currently run
nning demand
d actuated signnals on 60% of
the 75 sign
nals in the trafffic signal netw
work. The priimary detectioon mechanism
m is
Figuree 2. Loop detecto
or
video (80%
%), with 19% running
r
on looop detection, and the remaiinder on the
marking design.
Sensys3 syystem. The Ciity discontinu
ued the practicce of installingg loop detectoors
in 2006. WYDOT,
W
on th
he other hand
d utilizes videoo detection forr 20% of its neetwork within
n the City, 40%
%
loops, 5% microwave orr radar, and 355% Sensys. Soome traffic signnals are runnin
ng different teechnologies on
n
different leegs, with a miix of semi- and
d fully- actuated signals throoughout the n
networks (perrsonal
communiccation from Trraffic Engineerr, dated July 21,
2 2011.)

Loop Dettectors
Inductive loop detectors are installed
d within the rooadway to alloow the presencce of a motor vvehicle or bicyycle
d
a chaange in the traaffic signal, th
hrough its senssing
to trigger a call to the trraffic signal coontroller that demands
ductive metal object. This allows
a
the biccyclist to stay w
within the lan
ne of travel and
of the pressence of a cond
avoid man
neuvering to th
he side of the road
r
to triggerr a push buttoon. The type, p
placement, an
nd sensitivity oof
detector lo
oops influencees the reliabiliity of the loop in respondingg to a bicyclistt’s presence. Unfortunatelyy,
inductive loop detection
n technology may
m not alwayys detect a biccyclist’s presen
nce. If bicyclissts fail to posittion
hey may fail too trigger the siggnal or a bicyccle may not haave enough
themselvees correctly over the loop, th
material to
o be detectablle to the loop.
Although most types of inductive loop detectors, can be tuned too adjusted to d
detect cyclistss, the practicee
ns, who must adjust the looops to be sensiitive enough th
hat
requires ongoing mainteenance by skillled technician

3

http://ww
ww.sensysnetworkks.com/home
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they detect bicyclists, but not so sensitive that they respond to nearby parked cars or other atmospheric
influences. The loops used for presence detection within the City are typically the 6’ x 20’ quadrapole type,
which are difficult to keep tuned for bicycles. The smaller 6’ x 6’ square loops are used in some places for
advance detection, however, these smaller loop detectors are typically positioned in the motor vehicle lane in
advance of the intersection, where the loop does not discriminate between a bicycle and motor vehicle in the
signal sent to the controller. The loops that best accommodate bicycle detection are typically 3’ in diameter.
Some states utilize the practice of installing loops specifically wound to increase the probability of detection
by bicyclists, for example, the D-Loop in California. The City of Cheyenne currently calibrates in-pavement
loop detectors for motor vehicles. In several locations, signals with loop detection have been tuned in the past
to detect cyclists. Currently, the City does not track whether these locations detect cyclists; it is possible that
these signals they have drifted out of calibration and no longer detect cyclists.
Even in well-adjusted loops, some bicycles may lack enough detectable material to be picked up. However,
loops that are sensitive enough to detect bicycles should include pavement markings to instruct cyclists how
place their bicycle to successfully trigger a signal phase change (see Figure 2).

Video Detection
Video detection technology can detect a bicyclist’s presence over a larger area by using pixel analysis of an
image to detect the change from absence to presence of vehicles or bicycles. With video detection, disturbance
to the pavement can be avoided, and the relative placement of bicyclists and their ability to create a
disturbance to the electromagnetic field compared to vehicles become inconsequential. Changes to the
detection can be made quickly with a few modifications to the software to adjust to a change in lane
configuration or the addition of a bike lane. The detection zones can also be hand drawn to the appropriate
size relatively easily, should it be found that bicyclists tend to position themselves outside of the expected
vehicle detection zone. However, video detection cannot differentiate between a motor vehicle and a bicycle
in a shared travel lane and therefore cannot be used to extend or create a signal phase unique for bicyclists.
This may be possible when a bicycle lane is provided, but would still require evaluation at each intersection.
Shortcomings to video can include poor detection in darkness (a lighted intersection and bicycles well
equipped with lights solve this), and the shadows of adjacent vehicles triggering the bicycle area during
certain times of day. Video camera system costs range from $20,000 to $25,000 per intersection.

Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor Detection (RTMS)
RTMS is a system developed in China, which uses frequency modulated continuous wave radio signals to
detect objects in the roadway. This method is marked with a time code which gives information on how far
away the object is. The RTMS system is unaffected by temperature and lighting, which can affect standard
video detection cameras.

Push Button Activation
Similar to pedestrian push button activation, a button positioned on the side of the roadway will allow a
cyclist to trigger a signal change without dismounting from his or her bicycle or riding up on the sidewalk to
push the button. This design takes advantage of existing infrastructure, diminishes the potential for
bicycle/pedestrian conflicts, and increases the convenience of the route for cyclists. Well-designed push
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button activation will be curbside and mounted at a height easily reached by cyclists. On-street parking near
the push button area should be prohibited.

Recommendations
The City of Cheyenne can improve detection of bicycles and use of signals by bicyclists through the following
actions:


Work with cyclists to develop a list of intersections along frequently used routes where the existing
infrastructure can be modified to detect cyclists better at a relatively low cost. Prioritize these
locations for signal improvements.



Ensure that all new signals provide a means of cyclist activation.



Consider adjusting signal timing plans to provide a minimum bicycle timing at appropriate
intersections



Use pavement markings to identify the most sensitive spots of in-pavement loop detectors
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Wayfin
nding Signing
Wayfindin
ng uses landm
marks, signs, an
nd environmen
ntal cues to asssist in
navigation
n. It creates a sense
s
of empowerment and security by prroviding
directionaal cues to inforrm a cyclist hoow to reach a destination
d
w
without
confusion. Road signs direct
d
motor veehicle traffic to destinationss and
nformation abo
out major streeets and key tu
urns, reinforcinng drivers’
provide in
confidencee as they traveel to a destinattion. Howeveer, automobilee wayfinding
is usually located
l
along major streets and most bicyycle routes doo not provide
this inform
mation. This saame level of gu
uidance is equ
ually importannt to helping
cyclists naavigate througgh their enviroonment.
Designingg wayfinding syystems for cycclists should reflect
r
specificc attributes
of riding. Traditional ellements of a wayfinding
w
system include siigns,
Figure 3. Milwau
ukie, Oregon uses highd maps. Interactive web maapping and haand held
pavement markings, and
visibility green ssigns with mileag
ge and
digital devvices are also becoming
b
pop
pular tools. Th
his section proovides an
timee estimates.
overview of
o how to deveelop a wayfind
ding system, the elements oof
wayfindin
ng and best praactices from national
n
and in
nternational ciities with succcessful bicyclee wayfinding
systems.
Signage caan serve both wayfinding
w
an
nd safety purp
poses includingg:


Helping
H
to familiarize users with
w the bicyccle network



Helping
H
users identify
i
the beest routes to destinations.
d



Helping
H
to address misperceptions about time
t
and
diistance.

Bicycle waayfinding sign
ns also visuallyy cue motorists that they aree
driving alo
ong a bicycle route
r
and shou
uld use caution.

Sign Infformation

Figure 4. MUTCD sign D
D1-3C can be useed for
ng with or withou
ut distance inforrmation.
wayfindin

Uniformitty, legibility, and adherence to existing standards are am
mong the elem
ments to consiider when
determinin
ng the approp
priate wayfind
ding sign desiggn for Cheyennne. National, sstate, and locaal standards, aalong
with locall input, should
d guide the devvelopment of signage
s
designn. Uniformity consideration
ns include sizee,
4
font, abbreeviations or sttacking for lon
ng labels, num
mber of labels,, and arrow pllacement. Nattional guidancce on
wayfindin
ng signage is fo
ound in the Maanual on Uniforrm Traffic Contrrol Devices (MU
UTCD) and th
he American
Associatio
on of State Higghway and Traansportation Officials
O
(AASSHTO) Guide ffor the Developm
ment of Bicycle
Facilities.

4

For examp
ple, a common prractice is to abbrreviate destinatiion names whenn it will fit on a single line. Unab
bbreviated destin
nation
names can be
b stacked on tw
wo lines if sufficieent space exists on the sign. Abbbreviations can b
be used on stack
ked text if necesssary
to accommo
odate long destin
nation names.
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Destinatio
ons to include on wayfindin
ng signs can include:


On-street
O
bikew
ways



Commercial
C
cen
nters (e.g., Froontier Mall)



Greenways
G
(e.gg., Crow Creek
k and Dry
Creek)
C



Civic/communi
C
ity destination
ns (e.g.,
Cheyenne
C
Depo
ot Plaza and th
he Laramie
County
C
Libraryy)



Local park
ks and paths ((e.g., Cahill Paark,
Lions Park
k and Hollidaay Park)



Hospitalss (e.g., Cheyen
nne Regional
Medical C
Center)



Schools (ee.g., elementarry schools, jun
nior
high schoools, high schoools and Laram
mie
County C
Community Coollege)



Public traansit sites (e.gg., Cheyenne
Transit Prrogram Transffer Station)

At greaterr distances, areea destination
ns (e.g., downttown and neigghborhoods) sh
hould be signeed as a generaal
location. As
A the distance to these areaas decreases, specific
s
destinnations within
n the area can b
be named. Thee
closest desstination to eaach sign shoulld be placed in
n the top slot. Destinations that are further away shoulld be
placed in the
t subsequen
nt slots. This allows
a
the nearest destinatioon to ‘fall off’ tthe sign and ssubsequent
destinatio
ons to move up
p the sign as th
he bicyclist ap
pproaches.
Some sign
ns may be temp
porary or conttain future desstinations. Siggns in some loccations can reeserve space foor
destinatio
ons that do nott yet exist.

Distance and Time
Signs shou
uld include miileage and travvel time estimates to help m
minimize
the tenden
ncy to overestiimate the amoount of time itt takes to traveel by
bicycle (Fiigure 5. Exam
mple decision sign. Most juriisdictions use a 10 mph
average sp
peed be used to
o estimate travel time based
d on an averagge urban
bicycling speed.
s
Mileage an
nd travel timee for each destiination should
d be listed whhen text is
stacked, iff possible. Tim
me and distancce may be listeed as a single li
line of text
to the righ
ht, left, or belo
ow the destinaation if necessaary. Consistenncy in
placementt is desirable.

Sign Pla
acement
Figure 5. Exam
mple decision sig
gn.
Signs are typically
t
placeed at key locattions leading to
t and along bbicycle
routes, inccluding the inttersection of multiple
m
routees. Turn signs (e.g., a bicyclee route sign w
with a direction
nal
arrow) ind
dicate where a bikeway turn
ns from one sttreet onto anoother street. Tu
urn signs are llocated on thee nearside of inteersections. Deecision signs mark
m
the juncttion of two or more bikewayys. Decision siigns are locateed on
the near-side of intersecctions. They caan include desstinations andd their associatted directionaal arrows, but not
distances.

Additionaal placement reecommendatioons include:
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Signs should be placed along all designated city bikeways. In cases where the bikeway does not yet
exist, sign installation should occur simultaneously with, or immediately after, bikeway construction.



Signs should be placed in locations where the direction of the bike route is not immediately obvious
(e.g., changes in direction), at key intersections along developed bikeways, at key decision points, and
as guidance through complex routing areas.



Signs should be placed along the right-of-way in places where the cyclist can see an upcoming sign
from approximately 100 feet away. On steep downhill segments, the sign should be placed further
upstream from the intersection to provide a cyclist adequate time to make a directional decision.
Signs should also be placed further from the intersection on busier streets with a center turn lane or
left turn pocket to provide a cyclist with enough time to safely signal entry into the turn pocket.

Pavement markings may be used to reinforce routes and directional signage. Markings, such as shared lane
markings, may be used in addition to or in place of turn signs along bike routes.

Recommended Wayfinding Signing Program
The City of Cheyenne should develop a signing program with the specific uniform standards as recommended
above, or as determined by City staff. Members of the public can collaborate on sign design and layout, as well
as which destinations should be included.
The signing program can be implemented in several phases to make use of available funding and construction
opportunities. Signs should be integrated with Cheyenne’s existing greenway signing.
Cheyenne should begin by signing bicycle facilities included in the finalized On Street Bicycle Plan and Greenway
Plan Update. Installation of signage on bikeways outside the current city limits or bikeways managed by
Laramie County or Wyoming Department of Transportation will require coordination with these agencies.

Bicycle Transit Integration
This section describes typical issues related to bicycle access to transit and accommodation on transit
vehicles. Issues covered in this section include:







Appropriately planning for expected levels of bicycling to transit and desire for bike-on-bus facilities.
Providing connections between the bicycle and transit networks.
Providing appropriate bicycle parking facilities at transit stops.
Creating convenient access at, to, and from transit stops.
Developing policies for carrying bicycles onto transit vehicles.
Accommodating cyclists in the physical design of the transit stop.

Expected Demands
The Cheyenne Transit Program (CTP) provides transit service for the metropolitan area. Bicycle racks on all
transit vehicles currently accommodate cyclists on buses. Interviews with the transit authority indicate that
these racks are used, though they are not frequently filled to capacity. When both racks are full, cyclists can
bring their bicycles inside the transit vehicle, though this occurs infrequently. Areas of the transit system that
typically experience higher use are downtown, near the transfer station at W 17th Street and Carey Avenue,
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and along the “South” route that serves Laramie County Community College. Recently, Cheyenne has
experienced population growth to the east of the downtown core, slightly increasing transit ridership in the
area. Interviews with the transit provider indicated that there was potential for population growth in west
and southwest and the 2012 update to the CTP Transit Development Plan and Coordination Study will analyze these
areas in more detail.
The transit system’s largest user group are “transportation disadvantaged” users who do not have access to an
automobile or cannot drive (e.g., for medical reasons). The transit system generally serves utilitarian (e.g., trips
to work or school) rather than recreational trips (e.g., getting to the greenway for a recreational ride). CTP is
interested in expanding the user base by targeting individuals that have access to a motor vehicle but could
become interested in usinga bus instead of a car to extend the bicycle portion of their trip . Potential targets
for pockets of commuter cyclist and transit use include the downtown area and Frontier Mall.
Rack capacity could become an issue as the population of the Cheyenne Metropolitan Area increases over
time. Bicycle presence on transit vehicles should be tracked informally and a formal analysis of rack capacity
should be undertaken if transit operators frequently report that racks are full. Cheyenne should also consider
installing additional bicycle parking (discussed earlier in this memorandum) to accommodate future demand.
One method of estimating future bicycle parking needs and bicycle use is by developing a “Bicycle Access
Growth Factor”, such as the one shown in Table 5. This analysis is a tool that can be used to prioritize
installation of short- or long-term bicycle parking throughout the system based on potential demand. This
analysis can be modified to use available local data, or can use readily-available US Census and American
Community Survey Data.
Table 5. Bicycle Transit Access Growth Factor Analysis

Variable

Rating

Home-Based Ridership



Points given to stop based upon home-based weekday passenger entries.

Ridership Rate



Points given to stop based upon total weekday passenger entries.

Bicycle Mode Share in AM Peak



Points given to stop based upon percent bicycle mode share during AM
peak period.

Population within 1 Mile of
Station



Points given to stop based upon population within 1 mile of station.

Households with No Car within 1
Mile of Station



Points given to stop based upon number of households with no car available
within 1 mile of station.

Topography/Traffic/ Barrier Factor



Points given to stop based upon factors affecting bicycle travel such as
surrounding topography, traffic on roadways leading to stop, and
impediments to bicycle travel including railroad tracks and freeway ramps.

Adapted from the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Station Access Evaluation System, (2002)

Stop Planning
Determining the appropriate type of bicycling infrastructure for each transit stop is critical to attracting and
maintaining transit riders. Recommended provisions at transit stops, which will vary depending on the type
and use of stops, include:
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Seating: either benches or seats attached to the bus stop post. Seating should be placed so that
waiting passengers are visible to the bus driver.



Shelter: can be a dedicated bus shelter or make use of surrounding building elements such as awnings
to provide rain and wind protection. A shelter should provide adequate room for cyclists to maneuver
and avoid potential conflicts with other transit users.



Trip information: essential information that should be provided at every stop includes the route
number and the stop number. It is preferable to also provide a route map and timetable. Real-time
arrival information may be appropriate where there are frequent bus arrivals and multiple lines at a
stop and if the required technology is in place.



Bicycle parking: In general, minor and local stops can make do with bike racks. As the stop’s
importance increases, more secure options should be provided. For example, the transfer station at W
17th Street and Carey Avenue is an ideal location for secure long-term bicycle parking. Additional
guidance on bicycle rack placement and location is discussed previously in this memorandum.



End-of-trip facilities: major transit hubs and stops may offer end-of-trip facilities beyond parking
such as showers, washrooms, clothing lockers, etc.



Pedestrian-scale lighting to increase security and visibility for riders and transit operators.



A trash container.

Cheyenne’s transit stops generally provide trip information and occasionally seating and trash receptacles.
Recently the City upgraded a number of bus shelters with funding provided by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act. Amenities were upgraded at approximately 41 stops within the system service area.
Typical improvements included improved shelters, seating and wind screening. Bicycle parking was not
installed at this time but CTP indicated interest in future rack or locker installation.

The Transit Cooperative Research Program report, Bicycle and Transit Integration, recommends that bicycle
parking receive priority siting near the bus loading zone. Parking should also be located so that cyclists do not
need to carry bicycles through large crowds of travelers. The parking facility should be located in the clear
view of the general public, vendors or transit staff. Security is a particular concern if bicycle parking is
provided within a garage. In these cases, bicycle parking should be located in a central, frequently traveled
part of the garage, ideally near an attendant. Most guidelines recommend against providing bicycle racks in
unattended garages. Garages may also require treatments to manage conflicts between bicycles, automobiles
and pedestrians at entrances and within the garage.

Bicycles on Transit
Carrying bicycles onto transit enables cyclists to avoid potentially difficult situations, including large hills,
busy streets, long distances and inclement weather. It also reduces the fear of being stranded in the case of
equipment failure. Various mechanisms for allowing bicycles on transit vehicles are described below as well
as other considerations for facilitating bike-on-bus programs.
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Front–Mounted Bike Racks
Most bike racks on buses hold two bicycles, although some transit agencies have been testing racks with
capacity for three to five bicycles. When not in use, the bike rack typically folds up on the front of the bus.
When cyclists want to use the rack, they pull it down and lift their bicycle onto the unit. Some buses are
capable of kneeling, to help with mounting of the bicycle.
The two-bike front racks add six to nine inches of length to the bus (folded), requiring additional storage
space in the bus yard. For certain size buses, racks can interfere with windshield wiper, headlight, and turn
signal operations.
The capital costs of a bike-on-bus program include primarily the purchase and installation of the rack units. In
2005, these cost between $500 and $1,000 each (including installation) for two-bicycle racks. Purchasing bike
racks on new buses reduces the labor cost of retrofitting. It is recommended that at a minimum a visual
inspection of the rack is performed each day along with a 30-day general maintenance inspection, which
consists of tightening bolts and checking for wear and tear. Maintenance of the bike racks costs about $50 to
$100 per rack per year. They need to be replaced after six to seven years, often due to rust or colliding with
other objects.

Rear-Mounted Bike Racks
Some transit agencies have experimented with rear-mounted racks, but these designs are problematic because
of user safety concerns. They also block access to the engine and reduce driver visibility, as drivers cannot see
the rack and monitor the safety and security of bicyclists as they load and unload their bicycles. Bicycles can
also get dirtied by exhaust at the rear of the bus.

Bikes-in-Buses
Another option is to allow the cyclist to carry his or her bicycle onboard. In some jurisdictions, the driver can
allow cyclists to bring their bicycle into the bus when the rack is full. However, this is often a cumbersome
maneuver, requiring bicyclists to lift the bike up stairs and can be problematic during busy periods. Where
bicycles are allowed in buses, bus drivers usually have authority to decide when to allow bicycles on the bus.
In a few cases, where buses have additional space for luggage, bicycles are allowed to be stored in this
compartment, often underneath the bus.

Education and Marketing
First-time and novice users are often concerned about how to load their bicycle on to the bus or train and have
fears about the system being time-consuming or otherwise difficult to use. There are numerous examples
where advertising, events, and targeted audience participation have successfully introduced users to their use.
Information should be made available on CTP’s and/or the City’s website(s). Videos are an effective means of
instruction.
Tri-Met, in Portland, Oregon, has a model bike rack which they bring to fairs and employment centers. Users
can experiment with the system before having to depend on it. Similarly, in Chicago representatives of a
mayor’s bicycling education program have staged demonstrations of bike-on-bus racks at events for hands-on
training.
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Bicycle/Transit Interface
In addition to providing safe routes to get to transit, it is important to minimize potential conflicts between
cyclists and transit vehicles as well as people waiting or boarding transit. Where bicycles and transit share
lane space, buses frequently stop to pick up or drop off passengers. This can delay cyclists or require them to
pass the transit vehicle.
Recommendations for improving bicyclists’ safety around buses include:




Designate dedicated space for bicyclists through use of bike lanes or greenways (although this
introduces new conflicts between bicycles and pedestrians boarding the bus that can be addressed
with proper design).
Provide advance crossbars, a bike box, or a dedicated signal cycle to increase cyclists’ visibility at
intersections.

Bicycle/Transit Integration Recommendations


The City and MPO should work with CTP to provide bicycle lockers near the Transfer Station and
other locations where cyclists may desire long-term parking (e.g., Laramie County Community
College).



Consider partnering with CTP to obtain grant money for bicycle rack installation near transit stops
that experience high use.



Explore a partnership with CTP and other agencies or organizations (e.g., Laramie County
Community College and Warren Air Force Base) that may have a high potential for transit use to
promote the potential benefits of transit to cyclists (e.g., by taking transit to work and bicycling
home).



Continue to support CTP’s bikes-on-bus policy.



Work with CTP to develop questions about bicycle and bus integration that can be included on the
2012 passenger survey that will support the CTP Transit Development Plan and Coordination Study update.
Include these questions on subsequent passenger surveys to track changes in user behavior and
attitudes over time.



Work with CTP to pursue expanded transit service that may be desirable to commuters and other
choice users.
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